[Measurement of mitral flow at the extremity of the valves. Validation of a simplified method based on 101 cases].
The measurement of cardiac output at the extremity of the mitral cusps, by Doppler-echocardiography, is of fundamental value, in particular for the evaluation of valve regurgitation. However, it comes up against a theoretical difficulty resulting from constant variation in the surface area of this orifice during diastole. After reviewing the main measurement methods available in the literature, a simplified method based upon the diameter of the ring and calculation of a mean diastolic intercusp distance by TM is suggested. Evaluation of this technique in 101 patients free of valve of leak showed its feasibility to be close to 100% and the correlation with aortic (r = 0.90), pulmonary (r = 0.91) and mitral ring (r = 0.88) outputs was entirely satisfactory. Our method would thus seem to be a good compromise between digitalised integration methods for the measurement of mitral surface area--optimal but complex--and the aim of simplification compatible with routine clinical use.